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PAPER

A Two-Stage Composition Method for Danger-Aware Services
Based on Context Similarity

Junbo WANG†a), Nonmember, Zixue CHENG††, Member, Lei JING††, Kaoru OTA†,
and Mizuo KANSEN†††, Nonmembers

SUMMARY Context-aware systems detect user’s physical and social
contexts based on sensor networks, and provide services that adapt to the
user accordingly. Representing, detecting, and managing the contexts are
important issues in context-aware systems. Composition of contexts is a
useful method for these works, since it can detect a context by automati-
cally composing small pieces of information to discover service. Danger-
aware services are a kind of context-aware services which need descrip-
tion of relations between a user and his/her surrounding objects and be-
tween users. However when applying the existing composition methods
to danger-aware services, they show the following shortcomings that (1)
they have not provided an explicit method for representing composition of
multi-user’ contexts, (2) there is no flexible reasoning mechanism based
on similarity of contexts, so that they can just provide services exactly fol-
lowing the predefined context reasoning rules. Therefore, in this paper,
we propose a two-stage composition method based on context similarity
to solve the above problems. The first stage is composition of the useful
information to represent the context for a single user. The second stage
is composition of multi-users’ contexts to provide services by considering
the relation of users. Finally the danger degree of the detected context is
computed by using context similarity between the detected context and the
predefined context. Context is dynamically represented based on two-stage
composition rules and a Situation theory based Ontology, which combines
the advantages of Ontology and Situation theory. We implement the system
in an indoor ubiquitous environment, and evaluate the system through two
experiments with the support of subjects. The experiment results show the
method is effective, and the accuracy of danger detection is acceptable to a
danger-aware system.
key words: ubiquitous computing, context-aware services, danger-aware,
composition of contexts, context similarity

1. Introduction

Ubiquitous computing technologies are making our life
more and more convenient. One of the hot topics in ubiq-
uitous computing is context-aware services, which provide
users personalized services, while giving consideration to
the users’ location, current time, available devices or facili-
ties around the user, and preferences of the users, etc.

Unlike traditional systems, whose actions are only trig-
gered by the user’s input, a context-aware computing system
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can perceive the user’s current context, and automatically
provide services based on predefined reasoning rules. For
example, users can define context reasoning rules for sleep-
ing situation or cooking situation to assist their services in
[4]. Context Studio is a personalization tool for defining
context reasoning rules by end users [24]. In this paper, the
reasoning rule consists of two parts, i.e., a predefined con-
text and the corresponding services on the context.

Furthermore, accidents often happen when the speci-
fied people are close to some specified objects. For exam-
ple, when a boy is playing, he may hurt himself by the sur-
rounding dangerous objects, e.g., knife, electric socket, etc.
Therefore, it is very important to detect the user’s dangerous
context quickly, and provide services automatically accord-
ing to the context, which is called danger-aware service.

A danger-aware system needs to consider the relations
among users and objects. For example, relations between
a user and the surrounding objects, e.g., a child is close to
a dangerous object. Or relations between the contexts of
two users, e.g., a child is playing with a ball and his mother
is close to the child with hot soup, or a person holding a
particular flower is close to another person who has allergy
to the flower.

For providing context/danger aware services, it is very
important to define, represent, detect and manage contexts.
One approach to define and represent context is based on
context models, which can be categorized into 6 types by
Thomas Strang [1]. Ontology Based Model [2], [4], [26]
and [29] is testified as an appropriate method to represent
the context, since some obvious advantages of ontology,
such as interoperability of different devices, easily for shar-
ing knowledge, etc. However, the shortcoming of those
ontology-based context models is too complex to let end
users design their services easily. Moreover, context model
cannot always meet users, since the users’ environment is
always changing.

Composition of contexts is a promising approach to
ease the definition, detection of contexts and provision of
services. Various contexts can be automatically composed
of small pieces of contexts, and services can be discovered
based on the composition.

Kameas et al. proposed a very flexible composition
mechanism, which see each object in the everyday life as
a composeable smart object [5]. Smart objects can compose
a context together by using abstract plugs, which is designed
based on GAS Ontology [6], [28]. However, it did not con-
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sider/represent relations between a user and its surrounding
object explicitly and clearly.

Thomas et al. proposed a CoCo concept (Context Com-
position) [7], which can compose the information of con-
text to simplify the development and deployment of context-
aware services. However, this method is limited in compos-
ing information to represent context for one user. Multi-
users’ contexts are not be considered to discover services.

Analytic Hierarchy Process based context-aware ser-
vice composition method were proposed by Koumoto et al.
in [8], which compose context-aware services and select the
more appropriate service based on user preference. How-
ever, it may bring large cognitive load for user to make
such comparison when the items of comparison increase or
change.

Moreover, the above researches have a common prob-
lem, that their reasoning mechanisms are not flexible, since
they just can provide services exactly following the prede-
fined context reasoning rules.

In other words, developers/users should predefine lots
of reasoning rules for each possible context detected from
sensors to get services, even though the possible contexts are
very similar. Without a lot of predefined contexts reasoning
rules, services may not be provided. They have intrinsic
lack of flexibility for satisfying dynamically changing of the
environment. Case based reasoning can be used to solve
the problem. However, it also incurs a big trouble when
managing a mass of cases [10].

In this paper, a two-stage composition method by using
context similarity is proposed for danger aware system.

Firstly, we consider user context as either a simple one
or a complex one. Simple one consists of one user and re-
lated objects, which is called single-user context in the pa-
per. Complex one is composed by more than one related
single-user contexts for providing services by considering
the relations of contexts, which is called multi-user context.

Secondly, two-stage composition rules are presented.
The first stage is composition of the useful information to
represent the context for a single user. The second stage
is composition of single user’s contexts together to provide
services by consider the influence among single user’s con-
texts.

Finally the danger degree of the detected context is
computed by using context similarity between the detected
context and a predefined context. Danger degree means
the level of possible risk. Developers/users assign dan-
ger degree to each predefined danger context/situation, and
danger-aware system computes the danger degree of a de-
tected context/situation based on the context similarity be-
tween them.

J. Yang et al. also proposed a concept similarity based
context-aware service system in [9]. However, it has not
provided a composition method and the method they used
to get the concept similarity is too complex and costs too
large time to realize in a danger-aware system.

In the proposed method, context is represented based
on two-stage composition rules and a Situation Theory

based Ontology, which combining the advantages of Ontol-
ogy and Situation theory.

J. Barwise proposed Situation theory in [11], by which
situations can be described with 3 primitives, i.e., individ-
ual, relations between individuals, and space-time informa-
tion. However, the situation theory is mainly for linguis-
tic and natural languages processing research [12], [13], and
has not considered how to detect those descriptions with cur-
rent ubiquitous technologies.

A hybrid context model based on Situation Theory and
Ontology has been proposed in [25]. However, it just uses
the concepts in a normal ontology to represent Situation
Theory-based context. The above advantages of Situation
Theory have not been imported into Ontology to improve
normal Ontology when describing context.

To this end, a two-stage composition method based on
context similarity is proposed. By using our methods, (1)
system can automatically compose contexts by the small
pieces of information, (2) provide more thoughtful services
by considering the relation of contexts, and (3) compute
danger degree of the detected context by calculating context
similarity with the predefined context.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives example and model of the two stage composi-
tion method. Section 3 presents the design of the method in
detail. Section 4 gives a danger-aware system based on the
method. The evaluation results are represented in Sect. 5.
Finally Sect. 6 concludes the paper and gives directions for
future works.

2. Model and Example

2.1 An Example of Danger-Aware System

Accidents often happen when a specified people close to
some specified things out sight of guardians’ supervision.
For example, as shown in the left side of Fig. 1, when a
child, named John, is close to a knife, he/she may hurt him-
self. Therefore when designing danger-aware services, we
need to basically consider who the user is, what the objects
surrounding user are, what the relation between user and ob-
jects is and when/where it happen.

Moreover, some accidents may happen with the influ-

Fig. 1 An example of danger-aware system.
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ence of others’ contexts. For example, as shown in the right
side of Fig. 1, his mother is cooking with a scoop in her hand
in the right room. Service simply just based on the left side
may incur additional accidents, since the mother may go to
look to her child in a hurry with the scoop and/or without
close the gas. Therefore, when providing the services, we
need to not only consider one user’s context, but also need
comprehensive consider the relation with others’ contexts.

Meanwhile, it is very hard for developers/users to spec-
ify all the possible dangerous contexts/situations. For exam-
ple in the left room, John is close to a knife is a dangerous
context/situation. However, Tom, i.e., another child, is close
to a scissor is also a dangerous situation. For these similar
dangerous contexts/situations, the developers/users need to
define various times repeatedly, since the system may not
work if the detected context/situation is not exactly equal to
the specified contexts/situations.

2.2 Model

Figure 2 shows a model representing contexts based on two-
stage composition, which is abstracted from the example
in Fig. 1. It consists of composition operators and all the
individuals in the Fig. 1. The operator represents the first
stage composition, and represents the second stage compo-
sition. The composition operators consist of functions/rules
for composing contexts and computing their danger de-
gree based on context similarity, which will be presented
in Sect. 3 in detail. The operator in the left side composes a
single user context in the left room as shown in Fig. 1, and
the operator in the right side composes another single user
context in the right room together. We consider the envi-
ronment as a special individual, which always be included
in the first stage of composition. If the context represented
after the first stage composition is recognized as dangerous
situation, system provides warning services automatically.
And the system also provides more thoughtful services by
the comprehensive consideration of the relations between
two contexts, i.e., child’s context and mother’s context. For
example, the system alert mother not forgets to turn off the
gas and hold scoop in a hurry.

Fig. 2 Abstract model of composition.

In this paper, we assume there is no conflict between
different users’ contexts in danger-aware system. However,
it doesn’t mean these research problems/points aren’t im-
portant in this research field. A research paper about how
to solve conflict problem has been published in [27] by our
group.

3. Our Methods

3.1 Basic Idea

Generally, for context-aware system firstly users/developers
need to specify contexts/situations and bind services with
them. The system compares the detected context/situation
with specified ones to decide whether and what services
should be provided. However, it brings a big burden to
the users/developers for specifying all the possible con-
texts/situations. Moreover, it may not work if the detected
context/situation is not exactly equal to the specified con-
texts/situations.

To ease the development and enhance the spread-
ing use of context-aware applications, we propose a two-
stage composition method based on context similarity.
Firstly, developers/users specify the possible dangerous con-
texts/situations, and assign danger degree to each possible
danger context/situation. And then the system automatically
detects the information and composes a context as shown in
Fig. 3, by matching the data in registration DB to get the cor-
responding class in ontology for each individual. And then
the system compares the detected context with predefined
possible dangerous context/situation to get the danger de-
gree of the detected context based on similarity between the
two contexts. The context similarity is gotten based on the
ontology designed in Sect. 3.2. Finally the system provides
services based on danger degree of the detected context.

By using our methods, (1) system can automatically
compose the contexts, (2) provide more thoughtful services
by considering the relation of contexts, and (3) deal with
dangerous contexts which have not been specified by using
context similarity.

Fig. 3 Basic image of the method.
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3.2 STB-Ontology (Situation Theory Based Ontology)

The situation theory is proposed by J. Barwise, for mainly
discussing formally the situations represented by human
languages. It is mostly used for natural language process-
ing, linguistic issues, informational, and cognitive phenom-
ena [12], [13].

The advantages of representation of context based on
Situation Theory are,
(1) The variety of contexts can be represented by using only
3 primitives, i.e., individual (and its properties), relations be-
tween individuals, and space-time information. Therefore,
we can have a uniform way for representation of context.
(2) The situation theory based representation can describe
the context close to the real situations happen around us,
since it is a kind of predicate logic and has the same repre-
sentation power as nature languages.
(3) For composition of contexts, the most important thing
is how to represent small pieces of information (simple and
primitive contexts), and how to detect and compose contexts
by those pieces, and provide services. By employing situa-
tion theory in composition of contexts, the context can be
described as primitive as possible, and very close to the sit-
uations happen around us.

However, representing context just using Situation
Theory also has some shortcomings. For example, it just can
define context at instance level, but cannot define at an ab-
stract level (e.g., class level). Thus developers/users have to
define a lot of contexts/situations, even though many of them
are very similar, which brings big load to developers/users.

On another hand, ontology has many advantages in rep-
resenting contexts, e.g., formal to express the knowledge,
and easy for knowledge sharing and reusing. Furthermore,
by using the concepts of class, sub-class, and instance in on-
tology, the context information can be represented not only
in instance level but also in abstract level (class level). These
advantages can complement the representation based on sit-
uation theory. Furthermore, similarity of contexts can be de-
fined on ontology, so the amount of specifying the contexts
and corresponding services can be reduced.

Therefore, we combine the advantages of ontology
and Situation Theory to build a STB-Ontology (Situation
Theory Based Ontology) for describing contexts. STB-
Ontology includes all the properties and advantages of
normal ontology. Additionally, it borrows the struc-
ture/concepts in Situation Theory, i.e., individuals consist-
ing of persons and objects, relations, and space-time loca-
tions, and creates the corresponding class and sub-classes
for describing them in detail. STB-Ontology can be used
to represent context, coupled with the help of various defi-
nitions in Sect. 3.3, defined based on the basic structure of
Situation Theory.

Figure 4 shows the general features/concepts to repre-
sent context based on STB-Ontology. A context includes
individuals, and relations, where individual class has sub-
classes, i.e., person, object and environment. Relation class

Fig. 4 Main concepts and structure of STB-Ontology.

consists of position relation and social relation, where po-
sition relations are detected by sensors, and social relations
are gotten with matching individuals IDs with the knowl-
edge in DB. Other relations can be extended easily. An
instance of environment consists of the instances from the
class Location, Time, Temperature and etc. Class Person,
Object, Social relation and Position relation have various
subclasses to represent each domain in detail. For the phys-
ical information in the environment individual, we just con-
sider temperature and brightness as examples to show the
design method. It can be extended easily for other parame-
ter/concept.

3.3 Definitions

Firstly, we give some definitions to represent contexts, and
based on which to compute danger degree.

Definition 1: Individual, Relation and Environment
I, P, O, E, and R are sets containing the instances of the
class Individual, Person, Object, Environment and Relation
in the STB-Ontology, respectively. I = P

⋃
O

⋃
E and we

use i to denote an individual.
We use rel(i1, i2) to denote a relation between two in-

dividuals. It is an element of R, which can be position re-
lation or social relation. relp(i1, i2) is used to represent the
position relation between two individuals and rels(i1, i2) is
used to represent the social relation between two individ-
uals. For example, position relation can be inSameRoom,
inAdjoiningRoom, isCloseTo, and so on. Social relation can
be isFatherOf. i1, i2 ∈ P

⋃
O.

We use REL(i1, i2) = <relp(i1, i2), rels(i1, i2)> to de-
note a relation pair.

We use e to denote an environment individual, e ∈ E.
Based on the STB-Ontology, e consists of three elements,
i.e., time, location and physical information. We describe e
as follows,

e = <t, l, pinfo> where

t represents time information, which is an instance of time
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class,
l represent location information, which is an instance of lo-
cation class,
pinfo = <valuetemp, valuebri> represents physical informa-
tion, e.g., temperature, brightness. valuetemp, valuebri are
the values respectively. For example, <27, 1750>means the
temperature is 27 centigrade, and brightness is 1750 lm. The
units of temperature and brightness can be designed by ap-
plications. For simplicity, we only consider the above two
physical parameters. Others can be represented similarly.

Definition 2: Single-user context
We call a context single-user context, if and only if it con-
tains a person, all the related surrounding objects and envi-
ronment factors. We use suc to denote a single-user context,
which is a 4-tuple and can be described as follows,

suc = <p,O,REL, e> where,

p represents the person, and p ∈ P.
O = {o1, o2, . . . , ok, . . . , om} is a finite set including all the
related objects with p. The related objects can be decided
by the distance between person and an object for satisfying
the needs of different applications.
REL ⊆ { REL(p, o1), REL(p, o2), . . . REL(p, ok), . . .
REL(p, om)} is a finite set including the relations between p
with each object in O.
e is the surrounding environment of p.

Example 1:
suc011 = <p,O,REL, e>
p = John
O = {kni f e, toy}
REL = {<isCloseTo(John, kni f e), null>,
<isCloseTo(John, toy), null>}
e = <a f ternoon, living room, <27, 1050>>

Definition 3: Multi-user Context
We call a context multi-user context, if it contains more than
one user, all the related surrounding objects and environ-
ment factors of the users. Multi-user context is for providing
services with consideration of relations among more than
one user’s context. For the simplicity of discussion, in this
paper we mainly consider the situation just including two
users, i.e., two single-user contexts, in each multi-user con-
text. It can be extended to more than two users.

We use muc to denote a multi-user context, which is a
3-tuple and can be described formally as follows,

muc = <P,REL(suc1, suc2), S UC> where,

P = {p1, p2} is a set of persons.
REL(suc1, suc2) = <relp(p1, p2), rels(p1, p2)> is a 2-tuple
which represents the relations of two single-user contexts.
In this paper, we use the position and social relation between
two persons belonging in P to represent the relation of two
contexts.
S UC = {suc1, suc2} is a set of single-user contexts.

Definition 4: Predefined Danger Context
Predefined danger context is specified by developers/
experts/users based on their experiences and knowledge. It
consists of predefined single-user contexts and predefined
multi-user context.

Predefined single-user context pre-suc has the same
structure with single-user context in the Definition 2, where
we add a prefix pre- before each element to show the differ-
ence with the ones in single-user context.

pre − suc = <pre − p, pre − O, pre − REL, pre − e>.

We use pre-muc to denote a predefined multi-user con-
text which has the same structure with the multi-user context
in the Definition 3, where we add a mark pre- before each
element to show the difference of them.

pre − muc = <pre − p, pre − REL(pre − suc1, pre −
suc2), pre − S UC>.

Definition 5:Danger degree
We use δ to denote the danger degree, which shows how
much a situation is dangerous.
δ(suc) and δ(muc) are used to represent the danger de-

gree of a single-user context and a multi-user context.
δ(pre-suc) and δ(pre-muc) are used to represent the

danger degree of a predefined single-user context and a pre-
defined multi-user context.

All of them are decimal fractions larger than or equal
to 0 and less than or equal to 1. 1 means the most dan-
gerous contexts/situations, and 0 means the least dangerous
contexts/situations.

3.4 Computing Danger Degree Based on Context Similar-
ity

In this section, we will discuss how to compute the danger
degree of a context based on context similarity. Firstly, de-
velopers/users give danger degrees for some specified con-
texts/situations, e.g., the danger degree of the context “Tom
is close to a scissor” is 0.85. However, the detected con-
text may not be exactly the predefined danger context, e.g.,
“John is close to a knife,” where John is Tom’s elder brother.
It is very hard for developers/users to define every possible
danger context. However, by using our method, the above
detected context also can be recognized as a danger context
automatically by comparing similarity with the predefined
danger context.

3.4.1 Computing Danger Degree of Single-User Context

Firstly, we get the danger degree of single-user context suc
by using the formula (1).

δ(suc) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

δ(pre − suc) S imsuc(suc, pre − suc) ≥
Thresuc

0 S imsuc(suc, pre − suc) <
Thresuc

(1)
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where Thresuc represents a threshold of similarity of two
single-user contexts, We define S imsuc(suc,pre-suc) is a for-
mula to get the similarity of two single-user contexts.

Based on the Definition 2 and 4, a single-user context
and a predefined single-user context can be described as fol-
lows,
suc = <p,O,REL, e> and pre − suc = <pre − p, pre − O,
pre − REL, pre − e>,

And then we can get the similarity of them based on
the following formula,

S imsuc(suc, pre − suc) = w11 · S imsema(p, pre − p)

+ w12 · S imO REL

+ w13 · S ime(e, pre − e) (2)

where w11, w12, w13 are weights of each items (
∑3

i=1 w1i = 1).
In the formula (2) S imO REL is a value which means the

similarity of objects and relations between the two contexts.

S imO REL

=

m∑
i=1

(w3i · S imi)

=

m∑
i=1

w3i · (w21 · S imsema(oi, pre−oi)

+ w22 · S imsema(REL(p, oi),REL(p, pre−oi))) (3)

where w21, w22 and w3i are weights, and w21 + w22 = 1,∑m
i=1 w3i = 1.

S ime(e, pre − e) in formula (2) is for getting the simi-
larity of environment shown as follows.

S ime(e, pre − e)

= w′1 · S imsema(t, pre − t)

+ w′2 · S imsema(l, pre − l)

+ w′3 · S imvalue(valuetemp, pre−valuetemp)

w′4 · S imvalue(valuebri, pre−valuebri) (4)

where w1’, w2’, w3’, w4’ are weights of each items in a e
(
∑4

i=1 w
′
i = 1), and S imvalue(a, b) is for getting the similarity

to two values, i.e., temperature value and brightness value.

S imvalue(a, b) =

{
1 |a − b| ≥ Threshold
0 |a − b| < Threshold

(5)

Threshold can be decided based on the information
need to be compared.

S imsema(x, y) in the formula (2) and (4) is to get the
semantic similarity of two concepts/classes in ontology.

We use the method presented in [14], [15] to compute
similarity of two concepts in an ontology, i.e., formula (6).

S imsema(x, y) = 1 − ∂(x, y) (6)

Where ∂(x,y) denotes the weighted distance of two con-
cepts x and y in ontology, and we can get it by using formula
(7),

∂(x, y) = [w(p(x, y)) − w(x)] + [w(p(x, y)) − w(y)] (7)

p(x, y) represents the most close common parent of x
and y, and w(x) is a weight value of concept x, which can be
calculated by using formula (8).

w(n) =
1

kl(n)+1
(8)

Where l(n) is the length of the path from root to concept
n, and k is a predefined parameter which is larger than 1 to
indicate the decrease rate (currently be set to 2) [14].

There is a problem when get the similarity of objects
and relations in the two contexts in formula (3), i.e., the
number of objects/relations in the two contexts may not
exactly same. In this paper, we use null elements as ob-
jects/relations to fill the context which has fewer objects,
so that the two contexts can have the same number of ob-
jects/relations.

For distinguishing null elements in the detected con-
text and the predefined context, we use pre − null to rep-
resent the null elements in the predefined context. And we
designed two special formulas to get the semantic similarity
when there is null/pre − null as follows.

When some options have not been defined by develop-
ers/users, we also use pre − null to represent it. The follow-
ing two formulas are for all the elements in context.

S imsema(z, pre − null) = 1 (9)

It means the similarity between any object/relation
z in the detected single-user context including null, and
pre − null in predefined single-user context equal to 1. In
other words, if the number of objects in the detected con-
text is larger than predefined one, the redundant objects in
the detected contexts will not impact of the reasoning result.
For example, if a user predefine the situation if child A is
close to the object B and C will be dangerous. Suppose the
system detects a situation that child A is close to the object
B, C and D. We set the S imsema(D, pre − null) equal to 1to
not produce an effect on reasoning the detected context as
dangerous.

S imsema(null, z) = 0 (10)

It means the similarity between null in the detected
single-user context, and any object/relation z in the pre-
defined single-user context not including pre − null equal
to 0. In other words, if the number of objects in the de-
tected context is less than the predefined context, we set
S imsema(null, z) to decrease the total context similarity. For
example, if the user also predefine the situation if child A
is close to the object B and C will be dangerous. Suppose
the system detects a situation that child A is close to the ob-
ject B. We set the S imsema(null, z) equal to 0 to decrease the
possibility of reasoning the detected context as dangerous.

When computing S imi in the formula (3), we should
consider the comparing order, i.e., we should compare
which object in the detected context and which object in the
predefined context to get the similarity. In this paper, we
follow a principle based on the maximum semantic similar-
ity. In other words, for the first object in the detected con-
text, we find the object, not equal to pre − null, which has
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Fig. 5 An example of ontology.

a maximum semantic similarity with the first object in the
detected context, and for the next object we find the object,
not equal to pre − null if there are the resting objects in the
predefined context, which has a maximum semantic similar-
ity with the second object in the detected context, and then
compare them in this way until the last one.

Example 2:
Figure 5 shows an example of ontology. For simplify,

we suppose there is just one object around the user.
Suppose the predefined dangerous context is

pre − suc = <Tom, {scissor}, {<isCloseTo(Tom, scissor),
null>}, <a f ternoon, living room, <pre − null,
pre − null>>>

where Tom is an instance of class child(age<2), scissor is
an instance of class Scissor, and isCloseTo(Tom,scissor) is
an instance of class isCloseTo as shown in Fig. 5.

We assign the danger degree of this predefined context
as 0.85.

Suppose the system detects a single-user context suc,

suc = <John, {kni f e}, {< isCloseTo(John, kni f e), null>},
<a f ternoon, livingroom, <27, 1050>>>

where John is an instance of class child(2<age<4), knife is
an instance of class Knife, and isCloseTo(John, knife) is an
instance of class isCloseTo as shown in Fig. 5.

Firstly, we get the weights of the above related classes.
w(x) is used to represent the weight of a class x in ontology.
Based on formula (8), we can get,

w(Child) = 0.25
w(Child(age < 2)) = 0.125
w(Child(2 < age < 4)) = 0.125
w(isCloseTo) = 0.0625
w(WithBlade) = 0.125
w(Kni f e) = 0.0625
w(S cissor) = 0.0625

And the based on the formula (6), we can get,

S imsema(Child(age < 2),Child(2 < age < 4)) = 0.75
S imsema(isCloseTo, isCloseTo) = 1
S imsema(Kni f e, S cissor) = 0.875

Based on the formula (9), i.e., S imsema(z, pre−null) = 1, we
can get S ime(e, pre − e) = 1.

Then by using the formula (2)

S imsuc(suc, pre − suc) =
w11 · S imsema(Child(age < 2),Child(2 < age < 4))+
w12 · (w21 · S imsema(Knife, Scissor)+
w22 · S imsema(isCloseTo, isCloseTo))+
w13 · S ime(e, pre − e)
= 0.4 · 0.75 + 0.3 · (0.5 · 0.875 + 0.5 · 1) + 0.3 · 1 ≈ 0.88

Where we suppose w11 = 0.4, w12 = w13 = 0.3, w21 = w22 =

0.5, and S imthre = 0.8.
Then S imsuc(suc, pre − suc) > S imthre Therefore we

can get δ(suc) = δ(pre − suc) = 0.85 based on formula (1).

3.4.2 Computing Danger Degree of Multi-User Context

Formula(11) is used to get the danger degree of a multi-user
context.

δ(muc) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
δ(pre − muc) S immuc(muc, pre−

muc) > Thremuc

0 otherwise
(11)

which means when the context similarity between the de-
tected multi-user context and the predefined multi-user con-
text is larger than a threshold Thremuc, the danger degree of
the detected context is assigned same with the predefined
context.

S immuc(muc, pre−muc)

= w41 · S imsuc(suc1, pre−suc1)

+ w42 · S imsuc(suc2, pre − suc2)

+ w43 · S imrel(REL(suc1, suc2),

REL(pre −suc1, pre − suc2)) (12)

where w41, w42, and w43 are weights, and the sum of them
are 1.

S imsuc(suc1, pre − suc1) and S imsuc(suc2, pre − suc2)
can be gotten based on the formula (2) in the Sect. 3.4.1.

S imrel(REL(suc1, suc2),REL(pre − suc1, pre − suc2))
is to get the similarity of two set of relations. We use
S imrel(suc1, suc2) to simplify S imrel(REL(suc1, suc2),
REL(pre − suc1, pre − suc2)) in formula (13), then

S imrel(suc1, suc2)

= w1S imsema(relp(suc1, suc2),

relp(pre − suc1, pre − suc2)) +

w2S imsema(rels(suc1, suc2),

rels(pre − suc1, pre − suc2)) (13)

Where w1 and w2 are weights of each item (w1 +

w2 = 1) defined by developers, depending on applications.
S imsema(x,y) is the same with the formula (6), to get the sim-
ilarity of two classes/concepts in an ontology.

Example 3: Suppose there is a predefined multi-user con-
text which is specified by the developers/users,

pre−muc = <pre−P, pre−REL(pre−suc1, pre−suc2), pre−
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S UC>.

Suppose pre − suc1 is the same with pre-suc in example 3.

And pre − suc2 = <Mother, {gas},
{<isCloseTo(Mother, gas), null>},
<a f ternoon, kitchen, <30, 1550>>>
and d(pre − muc) = 0.85.

Suppose the system detects a multi-user context muc
shown as follows,

muc = <P,REL(suc1, suc2), S UC>.

Suppose suc1 is the same with the detected single-user
context in example 2, i.e., suc1 = suc, and suc2 is the same
with pre − suc2 in predefined multi-user context.

And then simsuc(suc1, pre − suc1) = 0.88 by using the
result of example 2, and simsuc(suc2, pre − suc2) = 1 since
they are same.

If we suppose simrel(REL(suc1, suc2),REL(pre −
suc1, pre − suc2)) = 1, and Thremuc = 0.9 in formula (11),
w41, w42, and w43 are equal to 0.4, 0.4, and 0.2 respectively.

S immuc(muc, pre−muc) = 0.4×0.88+0.4×1+0.2×1 = 0.95
And then we can get δ(muc) = d(pre−muc) = 0.85 by

using formula (11) since 0.95 is larger than 0.9.

3.4.3 Selecting Appropriate Predefined Context

In this paper, we look for predefined single-user context
based on priority. Person in the context has the highest pri-
ority, and then is surrounding objects and relation between
the person and objects based on the formula (3), and finally
environment factor has the lowest priority.

In other words, firstly we search the predefined con-
texts which include the persons whose similarity with the
user in detected context is not less than a specified threshold,
i.e., Thresper. Secondly in these contexts we search the ones
which have the objects, whose similarity with the objects in
detected context is not less than a specified threshold, i.e.,
Thresob j. And then in these contexts we search the ones
which have the relations, whose similarity with the relations
in detected context is not less than a specified threshold, i.e.,
Thresrel. Finally, we select one from them which have the
maximum context similarity with the detected context.

For selecting appropriate multi-user context, we also
follow the priority. The two single-user contexts have the
highest priority, and then is relation of two single-user con-
texts. The system searches the predefined multi-user con-
texts by comparing the similarities of the first single-user
context, the second single-user context and the relation
of contexts with the corresponding thresholds respectively.
Those similarities are computed by comparing a detected
one and a predefined one respectively.

3.5 Composition Rules

Composition Rule 1: Composition of single-user context
Composition rule 1 is the first stage of composition for com-
posing a user and his/her surrounding objects to represent

single-user context. We use com1 to denote the composition
rule 1, which is a procedure shown as follows.

Environment factor always exists in a single-user con-
text. Therefore, for each user, the single-user context always
exists, even though there is no surrounding object.

Firstly, the system detects the position relation between
user p and all the objects detected by the system in Oall, and
stores objects which are close to the person p in O. And
then for each object ok in O, the system gets the position
and social relation between ok and p, and represents them
with relp(p, ok) and rels(p, ok) respectively. Finally system
constructs suc and gets the danger degree of suc, which is
consist of danger degrees of single-user contexts using the
function get suc dd(suc).

There are some functions and variables employed in the
procedure com1. Function detect p rel(p, o) is for detecting
whether the relation between person p object o is belongs to
the class/subclasses isCloseTo. It returns a Boolean value.
Functions get p rel(p, o) and get s rel(p, o) are for getting
the position relation and social relation between person p
and object o respectively. They return the corresponding re-
lations. If there are no relations, they return null. These
three functions are different based on the different sensor
networks, and we will implement these two functions in
Sect. 4 based on our sensor networks.

The sets variables O, REL, all initially equal to empty,
are used to store the surrounding related objects and rela-
tions between person and objects in O. The double variable
δ(suc), initially equal to 0, is used to save the danger degree
of single-user context suc. Boolean variable rel close, ini-
tially equal to false, is used to get the return value of function
detect p rel(p, o) for judging whether the relation between
p and o is belongs to the class/subclasses of isCloseTo.

Function get suc dd(suc) is for getting the danger de-
gree of suc. Firstly, the system finds the appropriate prede-
fined danger context presuc based on the method described
in Sect. 3.4.3. And then, the system calculates the context
similarity S imsuc(suc, pre − suc) between detected context
pc and predefined danger context prec using the formula (2)
in the Sect. 3.4.1. Finally, we get the danger degree of the
detected context by using the formula (1) in the Sect. 3.4.1.
Procedure com1:
Input: p, e, surrounding objects Oall = {o1, o2, . . . , oi, . . . ,
ou}
Output: δ(suc)
Variables:
O := φ; REL := φ; rel close := f alse; δ(suc) := 0;
Begin

For ∀oi ∈Oall

rel close := detect p rel(p, oi)
if rel close =true then

O:= O
⋃ {oi}

For ∀ok ∈O
relp(p, ok) := get p rel(p, ok)
rels(p, ok) := get s rel(p, ok)
REL(p, ok) := {relp(p, ok), rels(p, ok)}

suc :=< p,O,REL, e >
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δ(suc) := get suc dd(suc)
Return δ(suc)

End

Composition Rule 2: Composition of multi-user context
based on single-user contexts
Composition rule 2 is the second stage of composition for
composing single-user contexts to represent multi-user con-
text by considering the relations/influences among contexts.
For the simplicity of discussion, in this paper we mainly
consider the composition of two single-user contexts, and it
can be extended to more than two.

Services often are necessary by considering multi-
contexts and the relations of contexts. For example, we sup-
pose there are two contexts/situations and each of them is
safe if they happen separately. However if they happen with
some specified relations, e.g., close to each other, the whole
context may be dangerous. For example, a mother is sewing
with needle and his daughter is playing around. Or a child
is playing and his mother is close to the child with hot soup.
Or a person holding a particular flower is close to another
person who has allergy to the flower. Or the situations in
the Fig. 1, when the situation in the left room happens, the
situation in the right room may change to dangerous.

Therefore, we propose the composition rule 2 to con-
sider multi contexts and relations of contexts. We use com2

to denote the composition rule 2. Firstly, the system gets
the relation between two contexts by using the function
get context rel(suc1, suc2). In this paper, we use the posi-
tion and social relation between two persons in the two con-
texts to represent the relations of two contexts. And then,
the system gets the dangerous degree of multi-user context
based on the dangerous degree of each multi-user context by
using the function get muc dd(muc).

There are several variables in the procedure com2. Sets
P, S UC, REL(suc1, suc2), all initially equal to empty, are
used to store persons, single-user contexts, and relation of
two contexts, respectively. Double variable δ(muc), initially
equal to 0, is used to save the danger degree of the detected
muc.
Procedure com2:
Input: suc1 =< p1,O1,REL1, e1 >,
suc2 =< p2,O2,REL2, e2 >
Output: δ(muc)
Variables:
P := φ; S UC := φ; REL(suc1, suc2) := φ; δ(muc) := 0;
Begin

P := {p1}⋃{p2}
S UC := {suc1}⋃{suc2}
REL(suc1, suc2) := get context rel(suc1, suc2)
muc :=< P,REL(suc1, suc2), S UC >
δ(muc) = get muc dd(muc)
Return δ(muc)

End
The function get muc dd(muc) is designed based on

Sect. 3.4.2. Firstly, the system compares suc1 with pre −
suc1, suc2 with pre − suc2, and REL(suc1, suc2) with

REL(pre − suc1, pre − suc2), respectively by using formula
(2) and (10). If all of these similarities are larger than the
corresponding thresholds, the system assigns the danger de-
gree of pre-suc to the detected muc. Otherwise, danger de-
gree of the detected muc is assigned as 0.

4. A Danger-Aware System Based on the Proposed
Method

In this Section, we present a danger-aware system based on
the two-stage composition method. Firstly, we present the
hardware environment of the system, i.e., a U-tile sensor
network. And then we present the software design, mainly
including how to use ontology to define and detect a context,
and how to compute context similarity.

4.1 Hardware Environment

This danger-aware system is built based on a U-tiles sensor
network [3], [16]. It can detect the situations, by detecting
RF-ID tags and their positions precisely in a room, by using
a DB and reasoning techniques.

The ubiquitous tiles consist of some tiles on a floor, an
RF-ID reader, and a switch of antennas controlled by a PIC
program as shown in Fig. 6 (a). Figure 6 (b) shows the whole
image of U-tiles sensor network. An antenna of the RF-ID
reader is embedded on the back of every tile, as shown in
Fig. 6 (c). The reader is periodically or selectively connected
with the antenna of each tile, through the switch controlled
by a Micro-computer program. When a person stands (an
object is put) on the tile, the RF-ID tag on the person (or the
object) will be read by the reader. Therefore, who (or what)
is on which tile (where) can be detected. By searching a DB
with the detected ID as a key, the person’s properties can be
achieved. If there are two persons (individuals) on different

(a) Structure of the ubiquitous tiles

(b) Surface side (c) Back side of each tile

Fig. 6 Ubiquitous tiles.
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tiles, both IDs can be detected, and the distance between the
two persons can be computed and the relation between the
two persons can be retrieved from a DB with the two IDs as
keys.

A computer server as shown in Fig. 6 (a) coordinates
work of the whole system, including assisting users define a
context, describing the information from the sensor network
as contexts, finally computing danger degree and providing
services. The detail software design in the computer server
will be presented in Sect. 4.2.

We assume there is a smart room, and the floor and
the horizontal surface of furniture are paved using U-tiles.
Based on the above discussion, we can get the position and
the relation of objects putted on the floor or the horizontal
surface of furniture.

4.2 Software Design

4.2.1 Develop Environment

In this subsection, we mainly discuss the software design
in the computer server, which accomplishes the works of
(1) providing interfaces to assist users in defining contexts,
(2) representing the information of contexts based on the
definitions and composition rules in Sects. 3.3 and 3.5, and
(3) computing danger degree of detected contexts based on
ontology discussed in Sect. 3.4.

The following develop tools are used in the system,
• Develop environment: Eclipse,
• Develop language: Java SDK 1.6,
• External JARs: Jena-2.6.0, mysql-connector-java-5.0.6-
bin.jar, RXTXcomm.jar,
• Ontology design software: Protégé3.1,
• Database: MySQL 5.0.

The software system is developed based on Java and
eclipse. Jena is a Java framework for building Semantic Web
applications. It provides a programmatic environment for
RDF, RDFS, OWL, and SPARQL, and includes a rule-based
inference engine. Jena is open source (See [18] for detail).
In this paper, we mainly use APIs for ontology to compute
the similarity between two concepts.

For designing ontologies, we use the software of
Protégé3.1. It is a free, open-source platform that provides
a suite of tools to construct domain models and knowledge-
based applications with ontologies (See [19] for detail). De-
velopers/users also can download the existing ontologies de-
signed by others from internet.

4.2.2 User Interfaces

The system mainly includes four interfaces, i.e., registration
interface, single-user context definition interface, multi-user
context definition interface, and U-tile interface.

Figure 7 shows the registration interface. The inter-
face in Fig. 7 (a) is used to set serial port, show RF-ID tag
information, import ontology, and save information. Fig-
ure 7 (b) is a pop-up interface for users to select a class from

(a) Set up interface (b) Ontology select interface

Fig. 7 Registration interface.

Fig. 8 Single-user context definition interface.

Fig. 9 Multi-user context definition interface.

the corresponding ontology. The left part of Fig. 7 (b) shows
class information in the selected ontology, and the right part
shows the selected class.

Figure 8 shows the interface for defining single-user
contexts. When the user pushes one of select buttons, the
system provides the interface for the user to select class sim-
ilarly to Fig. 7 (b). At the right of select buttons, it shows
the selected class by users. Through the edit boxes in the
Fig. 8, users can input the value of brightness, temperature,
and danger degree, respectively. If the user selects/inputs
nothing for some items, e.g. social relation and brightness,
the system sets them as null.

Figure 9 shows the interface for defining multi-user
context. The left part is for defining single-user context 1
and the right part is for defining single-user context 2. Both
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Fig. 10 Sensor network interface.

of them are similar to Fig. 8. The lower part is for defin-
ing the relation of two contexts, where two select buttons
are linked with a pop up interface similarly to the Fig. 7 (b)
for selecting classes in ontology. The right of two buttons
shows the selected classes.

Figure 10 is the U-tile interface, which follows the ap-
pearance of U-tile sensor network, and shows the position
information of objects/persons on the tiles. In each raw from
left to right, the tile ID increases in order. When there are
objects on tiles, the names and positions of objects/persons
will be shown automatically. For example in Fig. 10 there is
a knife on the tile 6.

4.2.3 Implementation of Functions

In this sub-Section, we implement the functions to get the
position and social relation in the two composition rules,
and the method for computing context similarity.
We implement these functions based on U-tiles sensor net-
work and information stored in DB. However, there are
also many ways to implement these functions. For exam-
ple, we can implement them in the RD-based indoor posi-
tioning system, such as SpotON [20] and RADAR [21] or in
the ultrasonic based indoor positioning system such as Ac-
tive Bat [22] and Cricket [17]. Our method composition can
be used as a building block in construction of context-aware
services in these positioning systems. Here, we use U-tiles,
an indoor positioning sensor network in order to show the
feasibility of implementing our method.
(1) The function to get the position relation of two individ-
uals.

We implement the function to get position relation of
two individuals, i.e., get p rel(i1, i2), in the two composition
rules as follows. The inputs of the function get p rel(i1, i2)
are tile IDs of the two individuals represented by using inte-
ger variables. The outputs are position relations represented
by string variable. In this system, we mainly get three kinds
of position relation, i.e., isCloseTo, isInSameRoom, isInDif-
ferentRoom. Others can be added in the future in the similar
way.

We use Fig. 10 to show the implementation of function
get p rel(i1, i2). We assume the whole U-tiles are divided

into two parts. The upper part, i.e., tile ID is from 0 to 7, is
room 1 (Kitchen), and the lower part, i.e., tile ID is from 8
to 15, is room 2 (Living room). Firstly, the system judges
whether they are in the same room based on tile ID. If they
are in the same room, the system continues to judge whether
they are close to each other. The surrounding tiles direct
around a tile, including the tiles on the diagonal, are consid-
ered as the relation of isCloseTo. As shown in the Fig. 10,
objects on the tile 1 to tile 3, tile 5 and tile 7, marked using
circle, are recognized as closeto the knife on the tile 6 and
then it returns relation isCloseTo, otherwise it returns rela-
tion isInSameRoom. If they are recognized in the different
room, it returns relation isInDifferentRoom.
(2) The function to get the social relation of two individuals.

In this system, we detect the social relation between
two individuals using the function get s rel(i1, i2). The in-
put of this function are tag IDs of two individuals repre-
sented by two integer variables. The output is a social re-
lation of two individuals represented by a string variable.
Firstly, the system gets class information of two individu-
als from a registration table in the DB. Then the system
searches in a relation table to get relation information based
on two classes and returns the corresponding relation.
(3) The function to get the semantic similarity of two con-
cepts/classes in ontology.

Finally the system computes danger degree using func-
tions for getting similarity of two concepts/classes in the
ontology. It is named get c similarity(c1, c2). The inputs
of function are two concepts/classes in the ontology repre-
sented by two string variable, i.e., c1 and c2. Output is the
similarity of two concepts/classes represented by a double
varable, i.e., sim, initially equal to zero.

Firstly, the system gets all the classes in the ontology
by using the function getAllClasses(), which is designed
based on APIs in the Jena. The classes are saved in the
String set CLAS S , which is initially equal to empty. And
then it gets common parent classes of two concepts, i.e.,
c1, c2, and saves them in the String set C CLAS S , ini-
tially equal to empty. After that it finds the common par-
ent which is most close to two concepts based on the depth
of class. Finally it computes the similarity of two inputted
concepts/classes by using the weight of the c1, c2 and the
common parent which is most close to two concepts.

The depth of a class means the distance from the root
class to the class. The depth of class c is calculated by us-
ing the function getDepth(c), which is also designed based
on APIs in the Jena. Integer set DEPT H, initially equal
to empty, to save the depth of every class. Integer variable
maxDepPosition, initially equal to 0, is used to save the po-
sition of the common parent which is most close to c1 and
c2. Function getMaxP(DEPT H) is for getting the position
of the maximum value in the set DEPT H. Double variables
w parent, w c1, and w c2, initially equal to 0, are used to
save the weights of the c1, c2 and the common parent which
is most close to two concepts respectively.
Function get c similarity(c1, c2) :
Input:c1, c2
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Output:sim
Variables:
sim := 0; CLAS S := φ; C CLAS S := φ; DEPT H := φ;
maxDepPosition := 0; dc class := “ ”;
w parent := 0;w c1 := 0;w c2 := 0; d := 0; i := 0; j :=
0; k := 0;
Begin

CLASS:=getAllClasses();
For ∀ CLAS S [i] ∈ CLASS

If (hasSubClass(CLASS[i], c1) and
(hasSubClass(CLASS[i], c2)) then

C CLAS S := C CLAS S
⋃{CLAS S [i]}

For ∀ C CLAS S [ j] ∈ C CLAS S
DEPTH[j] = getDepth(C CLASS[j]);

maxDepPosition := getMaxP(DEPT H)
dc class = C CLAS S [maxDepPosition]
w parent := 2(getDepth(dc class)+1)

w c1 := 2(getDepth(c1)+1)

w c2 := 2(getDepth(c2)+1)

d := (1/w parent − 1/w c1) + (1/w parent − 1/w c2)
sim := 1 − d
Return sim

End

5. Evaluation

In order to investigate if the system is effective as a danger-
aware system, experiment 1 was performed with the sup-
port of 10 subjects. In the experiment 1, a questionnaire
was answered by subjects after using the system. Based
on the result of the experiment 1, we analyze the system
in the following three aspects, 1) whether it is necessary as
a danger-aware system, 2) whether the context can be easily
defined by users, and 3) the effectiveness and possibility of
the system. After that, we perform an additional experiment
to evaluate the response time of the system.

Moreover for deeply evaluating the proposed method,
we performed the experiment 2 which is focusing on, 1) the
effectiveness when the method is used in various real dan-
ger scenarios, 2) the accuracy of danger detection, and 3)
influence by adjusting weights.

5.1 Experiment 1

Subjects and Method
Ten subjects attended this experiment. Nine subjects are
graduated students. Another subject has a part-time job at
our University. All the subjects performed the experiment
one by one.

Firstly a five minutes’ introduction was given to each
subject. The introduction was mainly focusing on an outline
of the system and how the system works.

Secondly, a five minutes’ demonstration was given to
each subject to show how to register person/object informa-
tion, and how to define contexts.

Thirdly, each subject spent around ten minutes to use

Fig. 11 A subject did the experiment with his daughter.

the system by themselves. Firstly, some RF-ID tags are
given to each subject. One is attached to the shoes that the
subject wears, and others are attached to the objects. After
that, subjects register person/object information using the
interface as shown in Fig. 7. Secondly, each subject defines
a context by themselves. Finally, the objects attached with
RF-ID tags are put on the U-tile sensor network, and the
subject walks on the U-tile sensor network freely.

In addition, a subject did the experiment with his five-
year-old daughter as shown in Fig. 11. A context of “A child
is close to a knife in the living room at anytime” was defined
by the subject, and a danger degree of 0.9 was set with the
predefined context by the subject. After the definition, we
put a scissor attached with the corresponding RF-ID tag on
one of tiles. Then his daughter played on the U-tiles sensor
network wearing the shoes attached with an RF-ID tag, by
which the daughter can be recognized as a child. The dis-
play showed the positions of the daughter and the scissor.
When she was close to the scissor, the detected context was
recognized as similar to the predefined context, and warning
service was provided by audio device.

She was very happy and exciting when doing the trial.
Quickly being close to the scissor, and then quickly being
far from the scissor.

We asked the subjects to answer a questionnaire after
they used the system.
Q1. Did you easily use our interface to define a situation
and its corresponding service?
Q2. Do you think there was no stress when you were using
the system?
Q3. Did the system provide warning services timely, when
you thought you had been approaching the dangerous situa-
tion?
Q4. Did you feel/think you are really in a dangerous situ-
ation, when the system provided warning service? (Please
answer the question in the children’ or elder people’ point
of view you defined)?
Q5. Do you think the situation you met in the experiment
when providing services is the similar/expected one to your
predefined situation?
Q6. Do you think the system is useful in real life?
Q7. Do you think the system can help avoid elder people
and children from dangers?
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Fig. 12 The results of the questionnaire.

The result of the experiment
The subjects were asked to mark each question with 5 scales
as follows, 5: Agree, 4: Partially Agree, 3: Neutral, 2: Par-
tially Disagree, 1: Disagree. The results of the answers are
shown in Fig. 12. From Fig. 12 and additional comments
written freely by the subjects, we can get some hints for
evaluation and improvement of the system.

We performed an interview to four subjects before they
used the system one by one. Firstly, we ask him depict
some dangerous situations he can image orally. And then
we describe basic structure of Situation Theory to him, i.e.,
3 primitives. After that we show the demo and let him define
contexts by himself. Finally the following two questions are
asked to him.
(1) Do you think the defined contexts are match with the
dangerous situation you said orally?
(2) Do you think the structure of the defined context can
include the information you used to describe a dangerous
situation?

All the answers from them are “Yes” based on the
above two questions. From this survey, we think the con-
text defined based on Situation Theory is close to the real
situation happen around the user. However, two subjects
said even though they agree the expressive force of the con-
text represent based on Situation Theory, the current version
need more detail design to describe all the situations around
them. From this point of view, we will enhance the detail
design in the future.

Need for such a danger-aware system
Regarding Q.6 and Q.7, all of subjects give positive answers.

For Q.6, seven of ten subjects agree the system is useful
in real life, and other three subjects partial agree.

For Q.7, four of ten subjects agree on that the system
can help avoid elder people or children from dangers, and
other six subjects partial agree.

From the freely comments, most of subjects think such
a system is basically useful in the real life. Some subjects re-
ported that they think this system can avoid some accidents,
e,g., a child is scalded by a hot-water bottle or another child
is hurt by a socket. Some subjects hope such kind of systems
can become a product as soon as possible to avoid dangers

in home. From the survey, we can see that such a system is
really needed in the real life.

However, some subjects think the warning services
should be categorized as several levels, so that the users can
decide the danger degree just by selection of the different
kinds of warning services. From this point of view, we think
that service design should be given in more detail in the fu-
ture.

Among the ten subjects, four subjects have children,
from two-year old to eight-year old. We invite them attend
to the experiment to evaluate in the father/mother’ point of
view. A special question is asked to them as follows, Do
you think there are many dangerous situations for children
at home?

Four subjects answered “YES”. From this survey, we
also think such a danger-aware system is need in the real
life.

The system can be easily used by general users.
For Q.1, seven of the ten subjects give positive answers, one
subject gives a negative answer, and two subjects stand neu-
tral.

Among them, two subjects agree on that can easily use
the interface, five subjects partially agree, one subject par-
tially disagree, and two subjects stand neural.

For Q.2, nine of the ten subjects give positive answers,
and one subject gives a negative answer.

Among them, four subjects agree on that there is no
stress when using the system, and five subjects partially
agree and one subject partially disagree.

All of subjects finished designing the services by them-
selves. From the freely comments, a subject reported that
he think the service is also can be designed by some of their
family after simple training.

However, some subjects think the interface should be
more friendly, such as using more pictures instead of letters
in the user interface. And one subject said he has some in-
convenience when defining a context, since there is almost
no icon. From this point of view, we think that to let users
use the system more easily, the interface should be also be
improved.

The effectiveness and possibility of such a danger aware
system
For Q.5, nine of the ten subjects give positive answers, and
one subject stands neutral.

Among them, six subjects on that the detected situa-
tion is similar/expected to the predefined one, three subjects
partially agree, and one subject stands neutral.

From the freely comments, most of the subjects think
the system works well. Some of the subjects think this kind
of mechanism can save time for defining contexts, and sys-
tem can well work. A subject said the definition of contexts
based on classes by using STB-Ontology is very useful and
easily to define and understand a context after shortly intro-
duction.

From the result of Q.4, eight of the ten subjects give
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positive answers, and one subject stands neutral, and one
subject give a negative answer.

Among them, three subjects on that they feel dangerous
if a child meets the detected situations, five subjects partially
agree, and one partially disagree.

For Q.3, seven of the ten subjects give positive answers,
one subject gives a negative answer, and two subjects stand
neutral.

Among them, four subjects on that they can easily use
the interface, three subjects partially agree, one subject par-
tially disagree, and two subjects stand neural.

In the free commands, some subjects said the system
can provide warning services rapidly, but for danger-aware
system it should provide service immediately especially for
children. Some other subjects said the distance between the
child and dangerous objects is set too short when providing
warning services in the experiment. In a real product, differ-
ent kinds of distance between a user and a dangerous object
should be designed/set for providing different warning ser-
vices. For example, when the distance is 5 meters, some
kind of services should be provided, and when the distance
becomes 3 meters other different kind of services should be
provided. From this point of view, the response time in the
hardware and software should be reduced for faster reaction,
and service based on different distances and different users
should be well designed in detail.

Based on the result of the experiment, we found the
timely service is very crucial to the users. Therefore, we
performed an additional experiment to evaluate the response
time to trigger a service when detecting a dangerous context.

In this experiment, a dell Vostro 200 desktop computer
is used as a server, whose configuration is as follows,
(1) Intel (R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, E4500 2.2 GHz
(2) 2.0 GB memory
(3) Windows XP SP3

The response time of the system mainly includes two
parts. The first part is the response time in hardware, and
the second part is the response time in the reasoning mech-
anism.

In the back of each tile, we set an RF-ID antenna,
by which RF-ID reader can read an RF-ID tag information
put on the tile. Based on the specification from TI Com-
pany [23], the read cycle time of S2000, i.e., the RF-ID
reader, is about 200 ms. Meanwhile, compared to the read
cycle time of RF-ID reader, the time consumed in CPU for
reading information can be ignored.

For reading the information from each tile by using one
RF-ID reader, we use relays to build a switch for connecting
the RF-ID reader with each antenna. The switching between
different tiles takes about 500 ms.

We put an object attached with an RF-ID tag on a tile,
and a person approach the object from each of the surround-
ing tiles respectively. For each of the surrounding tiles, we
test ten times. For each test, the number of the classes in
Ontology is progressively increased by almost 50 from 50
to 300, and the number of predefined contexts in DB is also
increased by almost 10 from 1 to 70. Almost a quarter of

the predefined contexts in DB are similar with the detected
context. The total average response time in the reasoning
mechanism is almost 800 ms.

From the result of the experiment, the total response
time of the system to provide services is about 1500 ms, i.e.,
200 ms+500 ms+800 ms. With the result, we think the sys-
tem is competent to be a danger-aware system for avoiding
normal dangers. For example, a child is crawl to a stove,
a hot bottle or a knife. With the 1500 ms response time, it
is enough for warning his/her guardians. However, the re-
sponse time also can be reduced by improving search algo-
rithm. The delay in the hardware can be reduced by using
faster RF-ID reader and electronic switch replacing of re-
lays.

5.2 Experiment 2

Objectives
Evaluate the proposed method in the aspects of
2-a) the effectiveness when the method is used in some typ-
ical dangerous situations,
2-b) the accuracy of danger detection,
2-c) the influence by adjusting weights.

In this experiment, we will evaluate the method in the
following typical danger situations.
Danger situation 1:
There is more than one object around the user, but just one
of them may cause a danger. For example, we consider sce-
nario 1: “A child is playing with toys, but there is a knife
nearby forgotten by someone”.
Danger situation 2:
The danger caused by more than one object together. For
example, we consider scenario 2: “A boy gets a key from his
mother, and may insert it into a socket (electrical outlet)”.
Danger situation 3:
Danger caused by the contexts of the two users. For exam-
ple, we consider scenario 3: “When scenario 1 happens, his
mother is cooking and with a scoop in her hand.”

Experiment environment and process
Seven persons attended the experiment. Five of them were
playing the role of human observers. They can support us
to estimate the danger level for each detected context in the
three scenarios, since each of them has experience to take
care his/her child. Two children were asked to play on the
tiles to help the human observers with estimating how much
dangerous the situations are. The children wore shoes at-
tached with different RF-ID tags, representing the informa-
tion of a two-year-old child and a four-year-old child, re-
spectively. Though the children are not exactly the men-
tioned ages, we asked the human observers image the ages
of the children are 2 and 4 when estimating the danger lev-
els.

For the scenario 1, we set the experiment environment
as follows. Firstly, we put a toy and a dangerous object
around the toy on the tile as shown in Fig. 13. Then we ask a
child to play on the tiles. Finally, we change the dangerous
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13 Experiment setting for scenario 1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 14 Experiment setting for scenario 3.

object by other different objects to evaluate the system. We
divide the tiles around the dangerous object into four areas
as shown in Fig. 13 (a). When the child is close to the object
within different distances (areas), e.g. the tiles marked with
different numbers in Fig. 13 (a), the system provided warn-
ing services with different sounds. Figure 13 (b) shows a
mother was teaching her child safety knowledge in the sce-
nario 1.

For the scenario 2, firstly we put a key and a socket on
the tiles and let the children play on the tiles. After that we
also change the two objects by other objects to evaluate the
system. Figure 14 (a) shows the child got little pliers and be
close a socket.

For the scenario 3, we set the experiment environment
as shown in Fig. 14 (b). We use a white board to divide
the whole sensor network into two spaces to represent two
rooms. In the left room, we set the experiment environment
similar with a kitchen to support the subjects to image the
real situations in daily life easily. Then the child played in
the right room and her mother cooked in the left room as
shown in Fig. 14 (b). When the child was in a dangerous
situation, besides a warning sound for the situation, the sys-
tem also provided another warning message by sound to let
the mother pay attention to her surrounding environment in
order to avoid additional dangers due to the reaction to the
first warning message.

In the above three scenarios, the system recorded the
context similarities and danger degrees of the detected con-
texts for further analysis.

System set up
Firstly, the whole extent of danger degree is divided into

Table 1 Danger type definition.

Danger Level Level4 Level3 Level2 Level1
Danger Degree [0, 0.7) [0.7, 0.8) [0.8, 0.9) [0.9, 1]

Danger Not A little Very
Type danger Danger Danger Danger

various ranges and different ranges represent different levels
and types of danger as shown in the Table 1.

We design an object ontology to evaluate our method.
A part of the ontology is shown in Fig. 15 (a), which clas-
sifies the normal tools used in daily life in detail based on
material, size, shape, character, and so on gradually, to show
the evaluation procedure. Thresob j is set to 0.95.

Figure 15 (b) and (c) show parts of person ontology and
position relation ontology respectively. Thresper is set to 0.8
and Thresrel is set to 0.9. Generally speaking, danger de-
gree is decreased with increasing of distance, i.e. the longer
distance between a person and a dangerous object, the less
dangerous. Therefore, in the position relation ontology, we
divide the dangerous area into 4 zones, i.e. z1, z2, z3 and z4.
The less the zone’s number is, the more dangerous. More-
over, we consider the distance between the dangerous object
and the person in a zone is almost increased exponentially,
i.e. the distance between the object and the person in zi + 1
is approximately 2 times of the distance between the object
and the person in zi. In our implementation, the area 1, 2,
3 and 4 in Fig. 13 (a) match to z1, z2, z3 and z4 respectively.
Moreover, the minimum sensible value is 50 cm since the
length of edge of a tile is around 50 cm. The value can be
adjusted by changing the size of tiles for satisfying requires
of different applications.

Meanwhile, we suppose the environment of the de-
tected context is the same as the predefined context to sim-
plify the evaluation. We set the weights in the formula (2)
and formula (3) in the Sect. 3.4.1 as follows, i.e., w11 = 0.2,
w12 = 0.6, w13 = 0.2, w21 = 0.5 and w22 = 0.5. More-
over, w41, w42, and w43 in the formula (12) are set as 0.4,
0.4, and 0.2 respectively. For simplicity of discussion w3i is
set as 1/m, where m is the number of objects in predefined
context.

For simplicity of discussion, we just give one threshold
for each formula to compute danger degree in the Sect. 3.4,
i.e., formula (1) and formula (12). In fact, the whole ex-
tent of danger degree can be divided into various ranges to
represent different levels of danger in detail, by introducing
more thresholds. In this experiment, we use four intervals to
represent thresholds to compute danger degree as shown in
Table 2.

Experiment result
After the experiment of scenario 3, we performed a short in-
terview to the two mothers of children. Both of them said
she felt rather nerves and worried her daughter when hearing
the warning sound for her daughter. One of them mentioned
she might forget to close gas or with some dangerous ob-
jects in hand, e.g. kitchen knife. Another mother said she
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Fig. 15 The Ontologies of Object, person and relation.

Table 2 Danger degree.

Threshold Thresuc/Thremuc

Context [0,0.9) [0.9, [0.925, [0.95, [0.975,
similarity 0.925) 0.95) 0.975) 1]
The dan-
ger degree
of suc
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)
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(
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� For the simplicity of discussion, we assume pre-suc is the most dangrous

one among the similar contexts based on these ontologies in this table.

was not sure whether will forget something, but the warning
message by considering her situations was very good and
helpful in such a situation. However they also commented
that the warning message by sound should not be perceived
by children, since it might let children more nerves. Mean-
while, the warning message should reflect the current situa-
tion of the user automatically. In future we will design the
service more appropriately.

The experiment result is shown in the following three
tables. The detected danger degree and danger level are
recorded by the system and the estimated danger level is
made by human observers based on the common knowledge
on dangerous situations.
Scenario 1:

For scenario 1, the predefined context is set as “A two-
year-old child is close to a scissor within 0.5 m” and the
predefined danger degree is set to 0.85. Table 3 shows the
experiment result of scenario 1. In the following tables, we
use CS, DD, DL, E dl to stand for context similarity, de-
tected danger degree, detected danger level, and estimated
danger level respectively.
Scenario 2:

The predefined context is “A two-year-old child is close
to a metal key and a socket within 0.5 m”. The danger degree
is set as 0.85.

Table 3 The experiment result of scenario 1.

The detected contexts
No. Person Object and

relation
Area CS DD DL E dl

1 1 100% 0.85 2 2
2 Close to 2 99% 0.85 2 2
3 a scissor 3 97.6% 0.85 2 3
4 4 94.8% 0.68 4 4
5 1 99.5% 0.85 2 2
6 Close to 2 98.6% 0.85 2 3
7 a knife 3 97.1% 0.77 3 4
8 4 94.3% 0.68 4 4
9 The 1 98.5% 0.85 2 2
10 two- Close to 2 97.6% 0.85 2 3
11 year- a screw- 3 96.1% 0.77 3 3
12 old driver 4 93.3% 0.68 4 4
13 child 1 98.5% 0.85 2 3
14 Close to 2 97.6% 0.85 2 3
15 a ruler 3 96.1% 0.77 3 4
16 4 93.3% 0.68 4 4
17 1 0 0 4 4
18 Close to 2 0 0 4 4
19 a lock 3 0 0 4 4
20 4 0 0 4 4
21 1 98.8% 0.85 2 3
22 Close to 2 97.8% 0.85 2 4
23 a scissor 3 96.4% 0.77 3 4
24 4 93.6% 0.68 4 4
25 1 98.3% 0.85 2 2
26 Close to 2 97.4% 0.77 3 3
27 a knife 3 95.9% 0.77 3 4
28 4 93% 0.68 4 4
29 The 1 97.3% 0.77 3 3
30 four- Close to 2 96.4% 0.77 3 3
31 year- a screw- 3 95% 0.77 3 4
32 old driver 4 92% 0.6 4 4
33 child 1 97.3% 0.77 3 4
34 Close to 2 96.4% 0.77 3 4
35 a ruler 3 95% 0.77 3 4
36 4 92% 0.6 4 4
37 1 0 0 4 4
38 Close to 2 0 0 4 4
39 a lock 3 0 0 4 4
40 4 0 0 4 4
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Scenario 3:
The predefined context is “A two-year-old child is close

to a scissor within 0.5 m and his mother is cooking with a
scoop in the different room”. The danger degree is set as
0.85.

The effectiveness in the above three scenarios
From the result in Tables 3, 4 and 5, we can see the sys-
tem work well in the above three scenarios. Contexts are
dynamically composed, and the system computes context
similarity and danger degree, and finally provides services
based on different danger degree. The results almost match
the danger level estimated by the human observers. Based
on three predefined contexts, the system recognizes almost
50 contexts in the different danger levels.

Table 4 The experiment result of scenario 2.

The detected contexts
No. Person Object and relation Area CS DD DL E dl

Iron stick 1 99
1 socket 1 % 0.85 2 2

Iron stick 2 98.
2 The Close socket 2 1% 0.85 2 3

two- to Iron stick 1 96
3 year- socket 4 % 0.77 3 3

old Iron stick 4 93.
4 child socket 4 8% 0.68 4 4

Close Iron stick 1
5 to doll 1 0 0 4 4

Iron stick 1 97.
6 socket 1 8% 0.85 2 3

Iron stick 2 96.
7 The Close socket 2 9% 0.77 3 4

four- to little pliers 1 94.
8 year- socket 4 8% 0.68 4 4

old little pliers 4 92.
9 child socket 4 6% 0.68 4 4

Close little pliers 1
10 to doll 1 0 0 4 4

Table 5 The experiment result of scenario 3.

No. The detected contexts Simi- CS DD DL Elarity dl
A two-year-old boy is close to/in
the area 1 of a scissor

100%

1 His mother is cooking with a scoop 100% 100 0.85 2 2
in the different room %
Mother and son

100%

A two-year-old boy is close to/in
the area 1 of a knife

99.5%

2 His mother is cooking with a scoop 100% 97.3 0.77 3 3
in the same room %
Mother and son

87.5%

A two-year-old boy is close to/in
the area 3 of a knife

97.1%

3 His mother is cooking with a scoop 100% 96.4 0.77 3 4
in the same room %
Mother and son

87.5%

A two-year-old boy is close to/in
the area 1 of a doll.

0

4 His mother is cooking with a scoop 100% 60 0.68 4 4
in the different room %
Mother and son

100%

In the three tables, when the distance (number of area)
is increased, the detected danger degree is severally de-
creased. For example, in the context 5 through 8 in the Ta-
ble 3, when the child is in the area 1 and 2, the contexts
are recognized as danger contexts. When the child changes
to the area 3 and 4, the contexts are recognized as a little
danger and not danger, respectively. It meets the common
knowledge that in a certain range the closer distance the
more dangerous. Through the experiment result, we can see
the method is effective to compute danger degree based on
different distances.

Meanwhile, the context similarity varies with the
changing of the users. For example in the Table 4, in the
context 1 and the context 6, the context similarity is de-
creased from 0.99 to 0.978 since the detected user is not
same with the predefined user. However the danger degrees
are almost same since when the distance is very short, i.e.
area 1, even for a four-year-old child it is also dangerous. In
the Table 1 we also can see, based on the predefined context
for a two-year-old child, the system inferred danger degrees
for a four-year-old automatically. And the results almost
match the estimated danger levels. Therefore, through the
experiment results, we can see the method is effective even
the user is not exactly same as the predefined one, but simi-
lar one to the predefined one.

Moreover, the context similarity varies with the chang-
ing of objects. For example in Table 3, when the object is
changed from a scissor to a screw-driver, in context 1 and 9,
the context similarity is changed from 1 to 0.985. However
both of contexts are recognized as danger context since the
context similarity is within the same range. Similarly, in the
Tables 4 and 5 for a certain distance, the context similarity
varies with the changing of objects. If the object similarity
is less than a threshold, the system cannot compute danger
degree based on this predefined context. Then the system
needs find a much more appropriate predefined context. In
the above three tables, the danger degree is set to 0 if there
is no appropriate predefined contexts. From the experiment
results we can see, the system works well when the object is
not same as the predefined one but similar one to it. When
the detected object is far from the predefined one, the system
will try to find other predefined contexts.

Accuracy of danger detection
For the simplicity of discussion, we mainly discuss the ac-
curacy of danger detection based on Table 3. Results shown
in other tables can be analyzed in the same way.

From the experiment result we can see, 25 of the de-
tected contexts exactly match the estimated danger levels.
15 of the detected contexts not exactly match the estimated
danger level. Among the 15 cases, 14 of the detected con-
texts are different with the estimated one by 1 level and just
one is different by 2 levels. However, all the danger lev-
els of them are detected as more dangerous than the corre-
sponding estimated danger level, which means there is no
possibility that when the user is dangerous but system not
provide services e.g. warning. We think it is acceptable for
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Table 6 The experiment result of scenario 1 by adjusting weights.

The detected contexts
No. Person Object and

relation
Area CS DD DL E dl

1 1 100% 0.85 2 2
2 Close to 2 99% 0.85 2 2
3 a scissor 3 97.7% 0.85 2 3
4 4 94.9% 0.68 4 4
5 1 99.4% 0.85 2 2
6 Close to 2 98.5% 0.85 2 3
7 a knife 3 97% 0.77 3 4
8 4 94.4% 0.68 4 4
9 The 1 98.3% 0.85 2 2
10 two- Close to 2 97.4% 0.77 3 3
11 year- a screw- 3 95.8% 0.77 3 3
12 old driver 4 93.2% 0.68 4 4
13 child 1 98% 0.85 2 3
14 Close to 2 97.4% 0.77 3 3
15 a ruler 3 96% 0.77 3 4
16 4 93.2% 0.68 4 4
17 1 0 0 4 4
18 Close to 2 0 0 4 4
19 a lock 3 0 0 4 4
20 4 0 0 4 4

a danger-aware system.
Moreover, the accuracy of danger detection can be im-

proved by increasing more predefining contexts, dividing
danger degree into more levels by setting more thresholds
and adjusting parameters, e.g., weights.

For example, in Table 6 we change the weights as fol-
lows w11 = 0.2, w12 = 0.65, w13 = 0.15, w21 = 0.55 and
w22 = 0.45, which improves the effectiveness of object by
increasing weight w21. Then the detected context 10 and
14 will meet the estimated danger level as shown in the Ta-
ble 6, since the object similarity play a greater role when
computing context similarity. Meanwhile it also not brings
too much influence to the other detected contexts. An opti-
mal setting of parameters can be found by analyzing a large
number of data.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a two stage-composition method based on con-
text similarity is proposed to simplify representation and
detection of contexts, and provision of services. The first
stage is composition of the useful information to represent
the context for a single user. The second stage is to consider
contexts of multiple users, which are composed by multi-
ple single users’ contexts, to provide services more thought-
fully. Moreover, similarity between a specified context and a
detected context is defined and procedures for computation
of the similarity are given. Finally the danger degree of the
detected context is computed based on context similarity.

By using the proposed method,
(1) The useful information and contexts compose together
automatically to provide services.
(2) Developers/users can define a context not only in an in-
stance level, but also in a class level.
(3) When an instance of contexts detected by a sensor net-

work does not belong to a class on which the context is pre-
defined, or the subclasses of the class, the system can com-
pute the similarity between the detected one and the prede-
fined ones to provide services.

Finally, we implement the proposed method in a
danger-aware system and evaluate it through two experi-
ments. The result of experiment 1 shows the method is ef-
fective to provide warning services, and meanwhile easily
used by users. It also shows the proposed method take small
enough time to provide services. The result of experiment 2
shows the method is effective in three typical danger situa-
tions with three scenarios. Meanwhile, the method is effec-
tive with the varieties of user, object and relation based on
predefined contexts. Moreover, the experiment result shows
the method is acceptable for danger-aware system on the ac-
curacy of danger detection. And it also can be improved by
adjusting various parameters.

In future we will apply the proposed method to other
danger-aware systems to evaluate and enhance the method
and we will also improve the danger aware system in the
following aspects, 1) detailed service design for the differ-
ent dangerous situations, 2) reducing the response time in
the hardware and software, 3) more easy-to-use interface,
and 4) more accurate to detect the different type dangers.
Moreover, we will improve our method to remove the as-
sumptions mentioned in Sect. 5.
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